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 He never planned on falling for the enemy…

Indebted to a local crime boss thanks to their father’s gambling debts, mechanic Joe Colton and his brother
have been forced to steal cars for three soul-killing years. But when Joe saves the man’s niece from police –
the same deliciously hot-blooded woman sabotaging their efforts to clear the debt – it’s time to negotiate new
terms. And discover why, that one night, she burned him with a kiss then ran…

Darcey Connors will do anything to get her baby brother away from the criminals in her family – even screw
up a good man’s life. Yet in the midst of tailing Joe, she somehow falls hard for the sexy tattooed car thief.
Nothing can happen between them, but she owes him big time, and if he’s going it alone, she is going to
help. As long as no one ever finds out – not Joe, her family, the police – or she could lose everything.
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From Reader Review Spin for online ebook

Jessica Alcazar says

so the Colton brother's saga continues ... and it just as sexy and captivating and swoon-worthy!

Every book I read by Sherilee Gray has me wanting more and more by her. When I finished reading Swerve
back in April, I could not wait for Joe's story to come. She set him up perfectly! Which of course brings me
to tell you that in my opinion, if you don't read this series from the beginning, you're really not going to get
the full picture you should...

Once again, Sherilee wrote two people that will set your kindles on fire and at the same time make your heart
melt! Joe Colton is sooooooooooo sweet but yet gritty and oh so alpha! I'm in love with him! And I'm pretty
sure I have a girl crush on Darcy!

The story has that whole should we, should we not thing going on but it isn't annoying. It doesn't stem from
our leads being indecisive or annoying. It stems from both Joe and Darcy (especially Darcy) having a lot of
baggage to waddle thru before they can meet in the middle. (I know, vague much lol ... but I can't just TELL
you what happens!!)

Bottom line:  WOW

Copy provided for blog tour review

Vickie says

 4.5 Stars

Spin is book 2 in the Boosted Hearts Series by Sherilee Gray and is my favourite book to date from the
series! This time focusing on Joe Colton and I'm not gonna lie I couldn't wait to get my hands on him
*cough* I mean the book!

 He never planned on falling for the enemy…

As we learnt in Swerve Joe and his brother are indebted to a local crime boss thanks to their father’s
gambling debts, have been forced to steal cars for the last three years. When Joe saves the man’s niece from
police, the same woman sabotaging their efforts to clear the debt. He decides to renegotiate terms...

Darcey Connors will do anything to get her baby brother away from the criminals in her family, even screw
up a good man’s life. Yet in the midst of tailing Joe, she somehow falls hard for the sexy tattooed car thief.
Nothing can happen between them, but she owes him big time, and if he’s going it alone, she is going to
help. As long as no one ever finds out...

I swear each and and every book I read by this author keeps me engrossed from start to finish, her writing
style seems effortless and flows with ease. Joe and Darceys story was an angst filled will they won't they,
steamy, funny banter filled read. The character's were well developed mixed with personality and Joe's



characters had some of the funniest one liners I've read for an alpha male in a long time...especially when it
came to the "Beast"!

Can't recommend Sherilee Gray or her books enough...definite must reads!

**Arc provided courtesy of the Author in exchange for an honest review for Words Turn Me On Book
Blog**

Jody says

As a reader who loves bad boys with hearts of gold I found myself drawn to this book from the first page to
the last, taken on an exhilarating thrill ride as two people try to find happiness as events beyond their control
start spiraling. It's a scorching journey these two undertake making sacrifices along the way to show the
other just how much they care. It's a journey that captivates and has me highly recommending it to all lovers
of romance as I turned the final page.

Joe's life has always been one of chaos with a gambling addicted father who did nothing but disappoint his
family and leave his sons with a debt that's left them one step ahead of the law with each car they steal. After
a heist gone wrong Joe's taken on the debt as his own, to allow his brother to have a HEA, but he's now left
with a seductive shadow following him around. With each night that passes Darcey becomes a temptation he
can no longer ignore in a combustible connection that catches both of them off guard. As her secrets come to
light, and with threats to her getting more vile, their relationship takes on a more desperate feel that has him
doing everything he can to keep her safe and by his side. Through it all Joe proves his protectiveness of
Darcey in many subtle and overt ways that charmed me completely. He's the only one in her life that she can
lean on and he goes out of his way to earn that right. Joe's the kind of man who makes everyone around him
happy by making jokes, which have some seeing him as not taking things seriously, but it's the opposite as
he cares too much. He puts his heart on the line repeatedly to make Darcey happy to have her use him and
turn his love away when fear has her running. When they're together theirs is a formidable pairing full of
scorching encounters with dashes of humor to leave me blushing but with a smile on my face. Joe was the
quintessential hero as he always put Darcey first, understanding her needs better than she did, and quickly
forgave her every transgression. Long after the final page was turned I'm still dreaming of him as he
balanced the sexy and supportive hero with the funny and charming friend.

Darcey's life went awry on the day her mother died and she and her brother Noah were left in the care of
their step-father Len. She quickly found herself caught up in his criminal family and doing what she was
ordered to be able to be with her brother. Her love for her brother is strong and others aren't afraid to use that
love against her. Her attraction to Joe is becoming just as strong though and she's quickly grabbing every
moment of happiness she can once their crackling connection can no longer be denied. As she and Joe grow
closer through heartfelt talks and sharing secrets, Len's obsession for her becomes even more dangerous and
puts Noah and her HEA in jeopardy. Just when it looks like she'll be alone forever a twist of fate has Joe
riding to her rescue once again in an ending that leaves readers saying awww. Darcey's a strong-willed
young woman who would sacrifice everything for her brother. She's a good and kind soul who feels guilty
for her role in Joe's debt and makes it her mission to watch over him. It's the first step in a relationship based
on protectiveness that takes readers on an emotionally intense journey to HEA full of highs and lows, push
and pull, scorching interludes and laugh out loud moments. From the first page to the last Darcey's an
unforgettable and admirable heroine who puts everyone else first while longing for those carefree moments



where someone else does the comforting.

This was an enjoyable and endearing story with two memorable and immensely likable people. Their
connection is crackling from the moment they meet and quickly morphs into a relationship fueled by Joe's
protectiveness and Darcey's secret desire to find comfort from all the trouble that has befallen her. Their
sexual interactions are delightfully decadent, scorching with witty banter, and are nicely balanced with fun
and flirty moments in their actions outside the bedroom. Joe's the perfect hero for all the care and support he
gives Darcey, while she's a wonderful heroine for her quiet strength and kind heart. Along with this
wonderful main couple comes glimpses of characters from the previous book which brings readers up-to-
date on the previous coupling while providing fodder for the next installment in the Bleeding Hearts series.
It's a future stemming from a big event that changed things for the brothers here and has me intrigued to see
the crackling connection between the sexy and snarky Adam and Lucy, the sister of his best friends, to
finally combust. For the most part this is my ideal kind of read as I love bad boys who aren't afraid to show
their softer side. Add in a kick ass heroine and I'm in heaven, despite the quickly resolved conclusion to the
issue of Len and Darcey's path to claiming Noah. Though these are cheer-inducing moments they came
about a bit too easily and were wrapped up a bit too neatly. Barring that small quibble I highly recommend
this sexy thrill ride that stands nicely on its own as a wonderful addition to the series that will leave pulses
pounding and readers drooling over its delicious hero.

Catherine (The Sassy Bookster) says

Ms. Gray has become an author whose work I automatically read since I enjoyed her Axle Alley Viper series
and she sure knows how to crank up the heat on a sexy romance, while still giving you a story that will
capture your heart.

Of all the women to have the hots for, Joe Colton can't believe it's the one who sabotaged him, but he can't
stop thinking about her. Darcey is trying to pay Joe back by helping him even though she knows she will be
in a world of hurt if caught, but somehow she's gone from wanting to help to wanting him for herself. Joe is
just the kind of dependable man she needs in her life but there is too much at stake for this to be more than a
passing fling. How can two people with so many secrets fight to keep the best thing that has ever happened
to them in the face of the threat from a crime family?

There is so much to love about this book. It's sweet, funny, sexy and at times heartbreaking. Darcey brought
a tear to my eyes with her determination to do right by her little brother and sometimes her desperation broke
my heart, but she was strong and relentless against the odds she was facing. Joe was perfect for her in every
way and I enjoyed both of them. The banter between them was so much fun to read and even the push and
pull they had going on fit the whole story.
Joe lived up to his reputation as a funny guy, but in a good way. You've gotta love a guy that can lighten up
any situation with humor. He really was a sweet guy underneath the ink and I loved the way he was so
passionate about Darcey.

This was a lot of fun to read and I'm looking forward to the next book in the series.

Disclaimer: I received this book for free from the Publisher in exchange for an honest review. This does not
affect my opinion of the book or the content of my review.



Want more? Subscribe to my Newsletter on The Sassy Bookster.
Follow me on Twitter | Tumblr | Bloglovin’.
Like my page on Facebook.

Penny says

4.5 “Give me The Beast” Stars

I freaking loved this book. This series just keeps getting better and better. I’m sorely tempted to go on a
Sherilee Gray reading spree at the moment. Spin is a hot, sweet, emotive story I just couldn’t put down. I
literally fell asleep with the kindle in my hands and conked myself in the forehead, it was painful but still
worth it.

After enjoying the crap out of Swerve, I was most intrigued by Joe and the girl he saved. Now the story
centers on Joe being the best kind of guy there is, by doing what he considers right by his brother and letting
him have his HEA no matter the costs to himself. In comes Darcey, a girl under the same thumb as Joe and
with her own set of problems.

She is barely making it through the day as it is, and following Joe has become the only respite from her ugly
life. Even if she knows he hates her guts, and has more than justified reasons to, she just can’t help herself.
There’s something about him that calls to her.

I really liked and connected to both Darcey and Joe, how they did whatever they had to, in order to protect
those dear to them. Yes, at one point or another I thought there were other ways they could have played their
situations, but hey! This was one hell of an entertaining book and I wouldn’t change a thing. Well, maybe
Joe’s nickname for his dick…

“But now you’ve hurt The Beast’s feelings. He might need another night off after that
insult.”

Her mouth dropped open. “You’re serious? You’re cutting me off because I hurt your
penis’s feelings?”

“Exactly.”

While the resolution of both their issues was a bit too simple, this is not a suspense but a crazy effing hot
romance, so with a simple “huh… that was way too easy” I ignored it and kept on reading.

“Where the fuck are you, woman? My dick’s hard. We’ve talked about this before. If I
have a boner, it’s your job to get on it as fast as you can, remember? Why are you doing
this to me? Why are you trying to hurt me this way?”

“My God, you’re a brat.”



“But my balls ache. Come make them better.”

Their banter and chemistry is what made this a total score for me, Joe’s goofiness was just the cherry on top.

“Um… what’s going on? Your message sounded urgent.”

“It was”

“Okay, so why the restaurant?”

“Because I was super hungry.”

“That was the emergency?”

“Yep. I needed steak and this place has the best.”

I loved the story. I loved them both. I loved their families. And that epilogue? I just FLOVED the crap out of
Spin.

*I received a complimentary copy of this book*

Julz says

3.5 stars. This book was surprisingly good. Had some elements I didn't like but they were personal to my
taste but other than that a surprisingly sweet book.

Carol-Ann says

Wow fantastic Book #2 in the Boosted heart series beautifully written loved it has much as book #1 loved the
character's of Joe and Darcey loved there chemistry and love for each other even if it was complicated at
times ! A couple who deserved a second chance even if it was going to test them both and a relationship that
could work has long as they got each other!

Reviews from the Heart (Kimberly Anne) says

This is the second book in the Boosted Hearts series and I loved this! It’s the first book I’ve read by this
author and can definitely be read as a standalone since I didn’t have any problems at all. Darcey is in a
difficult situation since her eight year old brother is being forced to live with her former stepfather who is
holding this over her head with a vengeance. The jerk’s making her do things she wants no part of. She’s
even made several enemies while carrying out his demands just in order to be able to see her little brother
and I wanted nothing more than to run the vile man over with my car repeatedly. Darcey has been doing



whatever she needs to in order to stay in her little brother’s life. She has the hope that one day they can be
together again, but at this point it only seems like a faraway dream for her. Joe is in a pretty similar situation
as Darcey that was made even worse by her recent actions, so she’s definitely not his favorite person at all
right now. He’s caught her tailing him on several occasions recently and has had about enough of her
constant meddling. I absolutely loved the tension between these two and how even when they can’t stand
each other, the chemistry firing off between them is still off the charts explosive. I’m a big fan of the stories
where the couple goes from hating each other’s guts to not being able to tear themselves off of each other
and this one delivers that in spades! Darcey’s entire situation seemed completely hopeless, but I still found
myself rooting for her to figure a way out of all of it anyway and wanted more than anything for her to
finally find her happiness. This is a smoking hot enemies to lovers story with a sexy bad boy and a fierce
female that isn’t afraid to play dirty with the big boys and I loved every second of reading this! There were
some surprisingly touching moments here as well so this one has a little something for everyone and I highly
recommend picking it up and giving it a read! I definitely will be looking forward to reading more from this
author in the future and can’t wait for the next book in this series!

Melissa Mendoza says

Title: Spin
Author: Sherilee Gray
Series: Boosted Hearts Series, Book 2
Release Date: July 2016
Genre(s): Contemporary Romance
Page Count: 300
Heat Level: 4 flames out of 5
Rating: 5 stars out of 5
Blurb:

He never planned on falling for the enemy…

Indebted to a local crime boss thanks to their father’s gambling debts, mechanic Joe Colton and
his brother have been forced to steal cars for three soul-killing years. But when Joe saves the
man’s niece from police – the same deliciously hot-blooded woman sabotaging their efforts to
clear the debt – it’s time to negotiate new terms. And discover why, that one night, she burned
him with a kiss then ran…

Darcey Connors will do anything to get her baby brother away from the criminals in her family
– even screw up a good man’s life. Yet in the midst of tailing Joe, she somehow falls hard for
the sexy tattooed car thief. Nothing can happen between them, but she owes him big time, and
if he’s going it alone, she is going to help. As long as no one ever finds out – not Joe, her
family, the police – or she could lose everything.

Review:
“She forced her eyes away from the way his corded, sexy, inked forearms bunched as he drove. ‘Did you
have any trouble?’ His gaze slid to her, and she sucked in a breath. Damn the man was gorgeous, and right



then, dangerous as hell.”

5 boosted stars!! OMG… I’m hooked!

I was sucked in from page one and couldn’t put my kindle down!!! Wow Joe Colton, is a sexy beast and he
knows it. I loved the twisted direction the book took and it definitely kept me on my toes. Darcey is a tough
as nails female lead and I loved her… she’s fabulous and so much fun to read! The heat and angst between
Darcey and Joe will make you melt and leave you fanning yourself!! This is a great book to go along with
the amazing series!!! I can’t get enough!!

ARC provided by author in exchange for an honest review. Reviewed by Melissa from Alpha Book Club

Bev says

I'm officially hooked on this series, I loved Swerve and with where Joe was left in that book I couldn't wait
to get my hands on his book. And it certainly worked for me. The banter between Joe and Darcey was
brilliant, I found myself snorting at times.

Darcey double-crossed Joe in Swerve, and we find out here that it was for a good reason. Joe is also caught
up in problems with arseholes Len and Al, and both Joe and Darcy were forced to do things to keep
Arseholes & Co happy. Her remorse takes her to having Joe's back whilst he's still boosting cars.

There was a tad bit of push and pull, but in this case it worked. Darcey had a huge mountain to climb to get
her problem sorted, so I totally got why she didn't want to get involved with Joe. That said, when she fell ...
she did it hard. Well, who wouldn't - Joe's a built, tatted, bearded HOTTIE, and underneath all that a really
caring, loving guy. Darcey is a streetwise badass with not one single bit of TSTL in her, and I love that. She's
strong, caring, protective and under all that is a total heart of gold, as is Joe. There's lots of sizzling times
between them, Joe really is a hottie (uh I think I said that already!)

This is a great addition to the series, and leads nicely into Adam's story next.

4.25 Bounce Tigger Bounce stars

Arc provided by author for an honest review

Elaine says

Having read and enjoyed the first book in this series, Swerve, I jumped at reading this next in series novel
and I am so glad that I did! It continues the story from that book, so I definitely recommend reading these in
order. Now the young woman who had prevented Joe and his brother from wiping off their father’s debts is
stalking Joe. She can’t resist following him, watching from a distance, feeling guilty for stopping them
escaping the clutches of the mobster family but still desperate to keep her brother safe. Stuck between a rock
and a hard place, life is anything but easy for Darcey Connors.



Joe came across as the joker in the pack, out for a laugh, in the first book. In this one he’s more like a cuddly
teddy bear – fierce, protective, strong and determined but a bit of a softy with those he cares for. He’s still a
bit of a joker but it is his determination to take on Al and the mobsters, working hard to clear the debts and
continuing to fall for Darcey, that shines through. Darcey is feisty, isolated, equally determined and highly
protective of her eight year old brother, Noah. As the hot and steamy attraction between these two continues
to boil through the pages can they save Noah and find their own HEA?

There are so many twists and turns in this riveting read – and not all of them are in the bedroom! It is a fast
paced, action packed story as Darcey strives to rescue her brother from their stepfather’s clutches, making it
a brilliant sequel in this superb series. Sherilee Gray’s books have well developed characters involved in
complex situations, facing dilemmas and making decisions often based on their past history, together
creating stories which are enthralling to read and this is no exception – highly recommend!

I received a free copy of this in exchange for my honest review.

Carol [Goodreads Addict] says

Spin is book two in the Boosted Hearts series by Sherilee Gray. This book was generously provided to me in
exchange for an honest review by the author.

This book, WOW, just WOW. I have read every book by this author and not one book has disappointed me,
each one just seems to get better and better.

Joe Colton, the younger brother of Hugh, whom we met in the first book of this series, gives off the
impression that he is a carefree jokester. He doesn’t let anyone really see who he truly is. Hugh is under the
impression that the debt he was boosting cars to repay was forgiven, and that’s exactly what Joe wants him
to believe. In reality, Joe had the debt transferred to himself. So now he has a monthly quota of cars to steal
to fulfill his obligation to Al.

For some reason, Darcey Conners mother had really seemed to love Len, Al’s henchman, and had married
him. But then she died and Len kept custody of Darcey’s little brother. They used little Noah as a way to
keep Darcey in line and get her to do jobs for them when they needed her. There was no way she could get
custody of her brother. She didn’t make enough money to support him and her tiny apartment was unfit for
him.

 “There was no place in her world for dreams. There was only cold, hard reality.”

Ever since she had first seen Joe, she felt drawn to him. She followed him, always staying in the shadows.
Just being near him, even though he didn’t know she was there, made her feel safer, calmer. She watched his
back for him, even though he didn’t know it, when he was stealing cars. She just wanted him to be safe, and
she wanted to be near him.

Joe knew Darcey was following him, he could feel it. But why? But then, one night, they actually talked, and



she kissed him. It was a kiss that would change everything, that haunted him. Because shortly after she
kissed him, she left.

Joe and Darcey, two people controlled by the same thug, two people just trying to get by, find something in
each other, peace. These two are hotter than hot together, let me tell you. They are more then just the sex,
though. They make each other laugh. They make each other forget all the darkness that is in their lives. But
Darcey can’t let herself feel too much. Her priority first and always HAS to be her little brother and getting
him out of that house, finding a way to get custody of him. She can’t let Joe or anything else get in the way
of that.

This book was amazing. I fell in love with Joe and Darcey pretty much from the start. Together they steamed
up the pages. Both of them deserved so much more than what they were given in life. But somehow they
made it through each day. Together they found a happiness that had evaded them for so long. But how long
would it last? Her past history had taught her that nothing lasts.

 “It’s going to be okay, baby. Somehow, I’m going to make this all okay.”

I don’t want this to sound too angsty, though. Joe really was hilarious. He was silly and loveable and just
perfect. He called Darcey peaches. It was just so adorable. And don’t even get me started on what reference
he was making when he talked about “The Beast!”

I am just in love with this author and with this series. I hope you’ll take a look at any one of her books and
give them a try. I can vouch for every single one.

Claire Robinson says

4 - "You gonna put that beast to good use or just stand there all night feeling yourself up?" Stars!

The second novel in Sherilee Gray’s Boosted Hearts series gives us Joe Colton’s story. You got to know him
quite well in the previous novel as he is Hugh’s younger brother, and towards the end of that book you were
given a sense that there is more going on with him than his brother is aware of.

And the author did really well with keeping things ticking over with this aspect of the story. If you haven’t
read the first book this next bit is a bit of a spoiler, but essentially Joe has taken over the debt his bother
Hugh was trying to clear in their errant fathers name, problem being the mobsters they are indebted too don’t
particularly want to end their lucrative business arrangement and they are literally throwing obstacles in the
way of the Colton’s in order for them to fail the terms of their agreement.



"Besides working on cars, fucking is the only joy I have left in my shitty life. I figure I need to screw as
often as I can while I can."

This is where Darcey Connors enters the picture, indebted to the same people, but for wholly different
reasons, her skill set puts her directly in Joe’s path as the proverbial spanner in the work that he is trying to
carry out for them. They are meant to be enemies, but the chemistry and connection between them sparks off
from the beginning, only problem being that Joe doesn’t realize exactly who she is after their initial sexy
alleyway meeting.

 This woman was fast becoming an obsession.

I liked the push and pull between these two, the author hit the fine line between not overplaying Darcey’s
reluctance to commit to Joe in any meaningful way, and the big tattooed softy, basically dirty talked and
joked his way into her affections. Feelings that grow for the both of them as Darcey opens up more to Joe
and starts to believe that he isn’t like all the other guys that have flitted through her life like tumbleweed in
the past.

"Want you with me tonight… In my bed, where I know you’re safe… Where I can protect you from
all the shit that’s weighing you down."

Some things are resolved in this book, and some new doors are opened in relation to Adam’s forthcoming
book in Spin, and the author is going in a direction with his story and with the woman he is likely to get his
happily ever after that makes me happy, as it is one of my favorite tropes.

"You don’t need to hide from me… Don’t you know I’d never hurt you?"

If you are looking for an easy to read, dirty-sexy story, with a bit of intrigue, some well-balanced drama and
angst and plenty of banter between really likeable characters, then this series is certainly one you will want to
add to your TBR. Sherilee Gray has created a group of people that make you feel like part of the family as
you are reading the stories she has given them.

"Gotta say I’m a fan of this Winnie the Pooh fetish you got going on."

As I said Adam and Lucy’s book is up next with Slide, due for release hopefully sometime in 2016.

ARC generously provided by the author, and it was my pleasure to provide the above honest review.

Irene says

4 stars

After reading Swerve, the first book in the Boosted Hearts series I couldn't wait to get my hands on Spin,
Joe's book. I knew this was going to be an emotional and heartfelt read.
Author Sherilee Gray has delivered a well written story about two passionate people finding love when they
least expected.

Joe was everything I thought he would be. He was passionate, funny, stubborn, protective and HOT! He



ticked all my hot BF boxes for me ;)
Darcey was the perfect match for Joe. She was strong, protective, passionate and would do anything for her
little brother.

Watching Joe and Darcey come together was so much fun. I loved how they got under each other's skin and
how worked up they got after each meeting.

Spin was a fast paced romance with likable, relatable and entertaining characters that will take you on an
emotional ride while they find their happily ever after.

I'm really enjoying the Boosted Hearts series, each book can be read as a standalone and I highly recommend
them.

Can't wait for Adam and Lucy' book next in Slide!

Purchase Links ~
Amazon: http://amzn.to/1XOgKXm
Amazon CA: http://goo.gl/djkjRj
Amazon UK: http://goo.gl/31IhI4
Amazon AU: http://goo.gl/oA9Bwo
Barnes & Noble: http://goo.gl/iLioXn
ibooks: https://goo.gl/yJMElH
Kobo: https://goo.gl/UUkvbx

*ARC was received in exchange for my honest thoughts.*

Nicole P says

I'm really liking this series! The second installment in the Boosted Hearts series has Joe Colton meeting his
match with Darcey Connor. If you've read Swerve, you get a snippet of Joe and Darcey at the end when Joe
saves her from the cops and gets his brother out of the deal to boost cars to pay off a debt. Now the one thing
I loved about Joe, and the reason why he made it into my Book Boyfriend club was due to his humor and
easy going way. It was heartwarming and I found myself laughing at some of the things he said! And then an
added bonus was his alpha-male tendencies. Wow wee. That man. he was fierce. Possessive. And oh so
delicious. Not to mention the dirty talk.

As for Darcey, she was really in a bad spot. Life really did give her one too many lemons and she was trying
her best. Forced into a corner she does whatever she's told. What she didn't anticipate was falling for Joe
from a distant. She takes it upon herself to have his back since her actions got him into his current
predicament of boosting cars. She had to work a lot on her trust issues and accepting help.

I'm definitely looking forward to reading the next and final book in the series. A love-hate with the forbidden



best friend's sister trope sounds fantastic!


